Press Release – 18-05-2017
ConQuest and Builder’s Profile join forces
Over 70% of UK building contractors gain instant access to the
Builder’s Profile open-access Common Database for PQQ and
compliance information
Builder's

Profile

and

ConQuest

have

announced

an

industry-changing

partnership that makes completed PQQs and compliance information instantly
accessible to every estimator, surveyor and buyer using ConQuest. That’s 70% of
UK main contractors.
The country’s leading estimating system can now directly access the Builder’s
Profile database of completed and up to date PQQ and compliance information.
While every subcontractor or supplier now knows a single Builder’s Profile PQQ
can be seen by every one of the thousands of estimators and buyers who use
ConQuest.
Paul Long, Builder’s Profile MD says “Today repetitive PQQs have become a thing
of the past. Our open-access Common Database provides the technology to
share PQQ information with everyone – by joining with ConQuest that vital
compliance data is now right in front of the people that matter – the estimators
and buyers.”
Tony Day, ConQuest CEO, says “This is a real game-changer for the industry.
Finally, subcontractors can have a single PQQ which is instantly visible to and
discoverable by all ConQuest’s estimators, surveyors and buyers.”

About Builder’s Profile
Builder’s Profile is the open-access Common Database service providing compliance and PQQ
information to the construction industry. The service allows main contractors, clients and their
audit partners to collaborate in collecting, sharing, reviewing and maintaining supply chain and
PQQ information. The service reduces information collection time and data duplication and
helps in the defence of reputational risk by allowing better compliance management.
Additionally, the ease of integration of its common database allows it to effectively complement
other information services.

About ConQuest
ConQuest produce the Construction Industry’s leading Estimating, Cost Planning and Surveying
application. A highly focused industry centric approach has created a platform that accurately
meets the needs of construction and is regarded as the industry standard estimating tool for
contractors of all sizes. Over thirty years of continual product development ensure ConQuest
solutions set the standards for: features, stability, ease of use and flexibility. ConQuest
dominates the industry and is in use with: Main Contractors, Specialist Subcontractors,
Refurbishment and Fit-Out Contractors throughout the UK and beyond.

Notes to Editors:
•

More information is available on the websites:

•

Builder's Profile. www.buildersprofile.co.uk or by contacting the marketing department.

•

ConQuest: http://www.conquest.ltd.uk

•

Contact Details:
o

BP: marketing@buildersprofile.co.uk Telephone 01305 831765

o

ConQuest: sales@conquest.ltd.uk Telephone 01204 669689

Builder’s Profile Boiler Plate
•

Builder’s Profile is a web-based solution that provides an open access database enabling
main contractors, subcontractors and suppliers to collate, manage and share supply
chain and PQQ information.

•

There are no barriers to entry with both Main Contractors and their entire supply chains
using the service for free. The scheme is financed through the provision of an optional
Premium subscription service to subcontractors providing efficiency gains and financial
savings.

•

Main contractors may invite their entire supply chain to use Builder’s Profile,
or easily source new suppliers. A completed Company Profile showcases subcontractors
as professionals who are ready to work.

•

The scheme is not an accreditation service and doesn't compete with any other such
service. It is a refreshingly new, self-financing way of collecting, sharing and maintaining
compliance and PQQ information.

•

Builder's Profile is the proof that different parts of the construction industry are able to
successfully collaborate to save the industry thousands of man-hours and millions of
pounds.

•

Builder’s Profile currently has over 25,000 vendor companies registered and is used by
many of the largest industry JV projects (Thames Tideway; HS2) and contractors including
Morgan Sindall; Galliford Try; Willmott Dixon; BAM Nuttall; Interserve; Osborne; Jacobs;
and now, ConQuest

